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Lynn Bailey argues that Ford Motor Company’s rejection of her application for 

promotion to the Toolmaker classification was motivated by discrimination so that the 
Union should have pursued a grievance protesting the Company’s failure to promote 
her. 

FACTS 
 

Lynn Bailey works at Ford Motor Company’s Sterling Axle Plant in a bargaining 
unit represented by UAW Local Union 228.  She has a seniority date at the Sterling 
plant of March 21, 2016.1  Bailey holds a journeyperson card in the Diemaker 
classification.2 

 
On August 23, 2016, the Sterling Plant posted a job in the Toolmaker 

classification.  Bailey applied for the position, but she was not selected for promotion to 
the Toolmaker classification.  Bailey was told she was not promoted to the Toolmaker 
position because she is a Diemaker.  Bailey argued that Toolmakers and Diemakers 

                                      
1
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2
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share the same skill set, so that her Diemaker journeyperson card should have qualified 
her for the promotion.3  Local Union 228 filed Grievance B1-706 for Bailey on January 3, 
2017, protesting management’s violation of the collective bargaining agreement with 
respect to job promotions.4 

 
Bailey submitted the following statement in support of Grievance B1-706: 
 
“I was told that the reason I was not promoted to a Toolmaker position 
was because I am a Diemaker.  The two trades are the same skill set.  
The dies in many places are called tools. 

In other places the steels that are put on the dies to cut, flange, and shape 
the part are called tools.  

At GM, where I received my journeyman’s card, our Toolmakers built 
robots in a different plant: the robots that I adjusted, serviced and ran on 
the press line as a Diemaker. 

Basically, Toolmakers and Diemakers are the same skill set, hence the 
trade Tool & Die.   

I hope that this explanation makes your decision to promote me to 
Toolmaker a little clearer.”5 

On August 18, 2017, the Company responded to Bailey’s grievance by stating 
that she did not demonstrate the basic knowledge required for the position.  The 
Company provided the following statement: 

 
“The Ford Industrial Tool Maker Guide was used to facilitate the interview 
and Lynn Bailey did not pass the interview.  She did not demonstrate 
basic knowledge required to meet general or specific standards for the 
position.  Feedback from the interview team stated that Lynn did not 
provide adequate answers and was not proficient in her understanding of 
the trade.”6 

The Company’s response to Bailey’s grievance described the following qualifications for 
promotion to the Toolmaker position: 
 

“Carry a valid Journeyperson’s card. 
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Show proof of satisfactory completion of a bona fide apprenticeship 
training program.   

Have written proof of having worked on the skilled classification for 8 
years or more.”7 

The Company denied Bailey’s grievance following a 3rd stage grievance meeting on 
September 1, 2017, based on the following disposition: 
 

“There was no evidence presented that showed that the Company violated 
the contract when it did not grant Ms. Bailey a promotion to a skilled 
trades position.  The grievance is denied.”8 

International Representative Diane Virelli appealed Bailey’s grievance to the 
Umpire on September 14, 2017.  In support of the appeal, Virelli asserted that Bailey 
was qualified for the posted position.  Virelli pointed out that Bailey is a disabled 
veteran.  Virelli argued that Bailey was denied the promotion because of her disability.  
Virelli wrote: 

 
“Lynn Bailey is an employee at the Sterling Plant.  Lynn has a journeyman 
card from the UAW which she received in 2006.  

Lynn is more than qualified for the position 

I understand that the Company makes the ultimate decision in the hiring of 
its employees, however the UAW always encouraged and assisted with 
hiring ‘in house’ if there are qualified employees looking for a job 
promotion. 

Lynn Bailey is certainly qualified.  Ms. Bailey also is a disabled veteran.  
Ms. Bailey did complete her apprenticeship AFTER her disability was 
diagnosed. 

My position is that Ms. Bailey was bypassed unfairly and not given the 
promotion to Toolmaker because of her disability.   

The company’s step three disposition mentions Ms. Bailey’s discipline 
record.  That is NOT part of the criteria that is used to promote to a skilled 
trades position.”9 
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Bailey’s grievance was withdrawn during a pre-arbitration grievance meeting.  On 
May 17, 2018, Ford Motor Company confirmed the withdrawal of Bailey’s grievance in a 
letter to UAW-Ford Department Representative Jodey Dunn.  The Company’s letter 
described the following disposition: 

 
“The aggrieved applied for a Toolmaker position externally prior to being 
hired in the Ford Motor Company.  She interviewed on Jan 28, 2015, and 
did not pass the interview.  Article IV, Section 1 of the CBA gives the 
Company the sole right to hire.  There has been no violation of Article IV, 
Section 2 of the CBA.  The grievance is settled and closed.”10 

Bailey appealed the withdrawal of her grievance to the International Executive 
Board (IEB) on May 29, 2018.  In support of her appeal, Bailey argued that the 
Company discriminated against her based on her disability and her gender.11  In 
response to an inquiry from International President Gary Jones’s staff, Bailey explained 
that she had never been given any reason for the Company’s refusal to consider her for 
the promotion based on her qualifications.  She wrote: 

 
“My shop committee obviously felt that my grievance had merit because 
after it was turned down at stages 1 and 2, they forwarded the grievance 
to stage 3 at Region 1.  When the grievance was turned down at stage 3, 
Diane Virelli (Region 1 Servicing Rep) felt it had enough merit to elevate to 
stage 4. 

Jodey Dunn heard the grievance at stage 4 and it was turned down again.  
So Mr. Dunn withdrew it without prejudice, but I still have no reason why.  I 
called to ask why, but Mr. Dunn, along with everyone else, was at the 
Convention, which I understand, but I am not well known for my patience. 

The fact that I haven’t been given a reason for not being put into a 
journeyman’s position even though I passed the test the 1st time I took it, 
did a 4-year apprenticeship, have 6 years’ experience [as] a journeyman 
and 4 college degrees makes me think that I haven’t been given a skilled 
position because I am a female and/or a disabled veteran.  That is why I 
continue to fight.”12 

Region 1 responded to an inquiry from the International President’s staff about 
Bailey’s appeal in a memorandum on July 17, 2018.  The Region explained that Bailey 
had first applied for a position in the toolmaker classification at the Sterling Axle Plant 
on January 28, 2015, prior to being hired there as a production worker.  The Region 
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reported that Ford Motor Company determined that she was not qualified for an opening 
in the Toolmaker classification at that time.  The memorandum states: 

 
“Bailey is employed as a production worker at the Ford Sterling Axle Plant 
located in Sterling Heights, Mi.  Prior to being employed by Ford as a 
production worker, Bailey applied for and was interviewed for the skilled 
trades position of Toolmaker on January 28, 2015.  During this initial 
interview, even though Bailey possessed a Diemaker journeyperson’s 
card that she received from General Motors, Local 653, it was determined 
that Bailey was not qualified to be a Toolmaker. …”13 

The Region reported that Bailey applied for openings in the Toolmaker classification 
once again after the jobs were posted in August 2016, but that she had not acquired 
any further education since her first application was rejected, so she was once again 
found unqualified. 
 

The Region argued that Bailey had not submitted any evidence to support her 
claim of discrimination.  Furthermore, the Region asserted that Bailey was incorrect in 
her assertion that the Toolmaker and Diemaker classifications require the same skills.  
The memorandum states: 

 
“Bailey also contends that the trade of Diemaker and Toolmaker require 
the same skill set and that is why there are Tool and Die Makers.  This 
assertion is false.  After the union’s investigation into this matter, it was 
explained that in order to even be considered for the Toolmaker portion of 
Tool and Die, one must work at least 3 years as a Toolmaker.  Nowhere in 
the record is there evidence that Bailey held a Toolmaker journeyperson 
card nor did she perform the task of a Toolmaker to where she would be 
deemed competent.  This lack of Toolmaker ability was evidenced by the 
initial interview.”14 

International President Gary Jones’s staff determined that a hearing was 
unnecessary on Bailey’s appeal.  Acting on behalf of the International President, staff 
prepared a report to the IEB on Bailey’s appeal based on information provided by Bailey 
and the UAW-National Ford Department.  Staff reported that International 
Representative Jodey Dunn interviewed Bailey on March 27, 2018.  According to staff’s 
report, Dunn asked Bailey if she had taken any additional classes or courses related to 
the Toolmaker classification since being interviewed in connection with her application 
in January 2015.  Bailey acknowledged that she had not.15 
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Staff reported that Representative Dunn cited Article IV, Section 1 and 2 of the 
UAW-Ford Agreement in support of his conclusion that Bailey’s appeal could not be 
successfully arbitrated.  Article IV, Section 2(a) provides: 

 
“Promotions shall be based primarily upon merit and ability, but where 
these are equal, the employee having the greatest seniority shall receive 
preference.”16 

Based on this language, staff concluded that Dunn’s decision to withdraw Bailey’s 
grievance did not lack a rational basis.  Staff found no evidence to support Bailey’s 
claim that she was bypassed for promotion because she is a disabled veteran and a 
woman.17 
 

Staff denied Bailey’s appeal and their report was adopted by the IEB as its 
decision.  President Gary Jones provided Bailey with a copy of the IEB’s decision on 
August 15, 2018.  Bailey appealed the IEB’s decision to the Public Review Board (PRB) 
on August 22, 2018. 

 
ARGUMENT 

 
A. Lynn Bailey: 

I do have the qualifications and ability to do the job of Toolmaker.  I received four 
college degrees, finished a four-year apprenticeship, and have six years of experience 
as a journeyman Diemaker.  I accomplished all of this after suffering a severe closed 
head injury while on active duty in the army. 

 
I received my Diemaker’s journeyman card while working at General Motors.  As 

a Diemaker at GM, I ran, serviced, adjusted and repaired tooling on the line.  Our lines 
were staffed with one Electrician and one Diemaker.  I learned the Electrician’s job while 
also performing the work of a Diemaker and a Toolmaker.  I work very hard and always 
take it upon myself to know the best practices for all the jobs related to my own 

 
The people who interviewed me at the Sterling Axle Plant in January 2015 were 

not qualified to determine whether I could perform the work of a Toolmaker.  They were 
not themselves journeymen Toolmakers.  It is true that I did not take any additional 
courses after being interviewed in January 2015, but I have used tools and machines to 
build engines.  While working as a long-term temporary employee at Ford’s Romeo 
Engine Plant, I was responsible for the correct usage and upkeep of tools.  I have been 
making, using, repairing, and modifying tools in different jobs in the automobile industry 
since 1997.  I am an excellent Toolmaker, even though I have never held the 
classification.  
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The Region’s response to my appeal asserts that the trades of Toolmaker and 

Diemaker do not require the same skill set.  The skills required for Toolmaker are: 
 
Lathe 

Standard and specialty Milling Machines 

Grinders – I.D., O. D. and Surface 

CNC Machines, EDM CMM, Shaper and Laser Cutting Machines 

Bench work 

Floor Maintenance 

The training for Tool and DIE Maker includes: 
 

Lathe 

Standard and specialty Milling Machines 

Grinders – I.D., O. D. and Surface 

CNC Machines, EDM CMM, Shaper and Laser Cutting Machines 

Bench work 

Floor Maintenance 

Die tryout. 

They are essentially the same.  The Diemaker’s training is similar. 
 

I believe that I, as a disabled veteran, deserve a chance to do a job that I am 
well-trained and qualified for. 

 
B. International Union, UAW: 

Bailey argues that she is being discriminated against because she is a woman 
and a disabled veteran.  Other than noting that three men were hired for the position 
she sought, she has not provided any evidence of discrimination. 

 
Bailey disagrees with the Company’s determination that she is not qualified to be 

a Toolmaker.  Bailey argues that the positions of Toolmaker and Diemaker are very 
similar and that she has knowledge and training that qualify her for both.  However, in 
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2015, Ford Motor Company made the initial determination that Bailey is not qualified to 
hold the Toolmaker classification at the Sterling Axle Plant.  Over the next three years, 
Bailey did not receive any additional training or education that could be grounds for 
altering the Company’s original assessment.  This was the basis for Representative 
Dunn’s decision to withdraw her grievance. 

 
C. Rebuttal by Lynn Bailey: 

During my interview, Mr. Dunn asked me if I had received any further training or 
experience that would qualify me for the Toolmaker position after my interview in 2015.  
I learned something about tooling and machinery daily in my assigned job.  I have 
worked in the automotive industry since 1997.  I have assembled seats, assembled 
trucks, built and repaired dies both in and out of the press.  I ran a press line with an 
electrician and no toolmaker.  I was doing the job of toolmaker on that operation.  I have 
modified tools to make certain jobs easier. 

 
When I first arrived at the Sterling Heights Plant, I asked the UAW Apprentice 

Coordinator if I should take any classes or training to help me get back into trades and 
he told me it was not necessary because I already had a Journeyman’s Card.  I was told 
to wait for an opening to be posted.  I have no objection to additional training, but I do 
have 17 years of experience and four college degrees in related fields. 

 
I feel I have established that I should be given the opportunity to demonstrate my 

skills as a Toolmaker. 
 

DISCUSSION 
 
We have denied the appellant’s request for oral argument because the record 

presented by the International Union has resolved the only issue that is within our 
appellate jurisdiction.  Bailey is challenging the International Union’s decision to 
withdraw her grievance protesting the Company’s decision to deny her a promotion to 
the Toolmaker classification.  In her request for oral argument, Bailey has offered to 
demonstrate how her documented experience and training is the equivalent of the 8000 
hours of shop training required for a Toolmaker apprentice.  However, the extent of 
Bailey’s experience and the sufficiency of her skills are not before us in this appeal.  
The PRB’s jurisdiction to review appeals concerning the handling of a grievance is 
limited to allegations that the matter was improperly handled because of fraud, 
discrimination, or collusion with management, or that the disposition or handling of the 
matter was devoid of any rational basis.18 

 
 We agree with Bailey that management’s assertion she was denied the 
promotion because she did not “pass the interview” conducted on January 28, 2015 is 
uninformative.  The explanation does not identify any specific failing and so it raises a 
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question about the process followed in making this selection.  The response suggests 
that Bailey was denied the promotion based on a subjective evaluation of her skills by 
individual interviewers.  In response to her appeal, the International Union referred to 
the Company’s contractual right to hire as the basis for the Union’s decision to withdraw 
her grievance.  That argument does not respond to the issue Bailey has raised.  Bailey’s 
grievance asserts that the selection process was influenced by her gender or a 
disability.  Although management always has the right to establish standards and apply 
them in the selection of employees for promotion, the Union has a responsibility to 
protect its members from discrimination.  If it were established that a female or disabled 
employee was bypassed for promotion solely or primarily as a result of her gender or 
disability, the union’s decision to withdraw her grievance might be said to have lacked a 
rational basis.  That claim presents an issue within our appellate jurisdiction. 
 

Bailey has not explained how her status as a disabled veteran may have 
influenced the Company’s evaluation of her application or why this status would have 
been likely to provoke any bias against her application.  There is nothing in the record 
about the nature of Bailey’s disability.  The mere fact that she has a disability would not 
support a conclusion that those reviewing her application were inclined to deny it for that 
reason.  On the other hand, it has been historically difficult for women to advance into 
skilled trades classifications, so Bailey’s assertion of bias based on gender raises a 
legitimate issue requiring further investigation. 

 
In response to Bailey’s appeal, the International Union argued that she had not 

provided any evidence of discrimination beyond the fact that three male applicants were 
hired for the Toolmaker position she sought.  That circumstance raises the possibility 
that bias impermissibly influenced the selection process.  Bailey has presented 
convincing evidence that she has acquired many of the skills of the Toolmaker trade 
during her years of experience in the automobile industry.  She has also provided 
documents showing formal education in various aspects of the trade.  There was 
nothing in the record about the skills or experience of the three male applicants who 
were hired.  Following our initial review of this appeal, therefore, we asked the 
International Union to provide information about the process used to evaluate applicants 
for the Toolmaker position Bailey sought in August 2016. 

 
The International Union provided three rating grids completed by the three 

individuals who interviewed Lynn Bailey in January 2015.19  In addition, the International 
Union provided three rating grids based on interviews of each of the three men who 
were hired into the Toolmaker classification in October 2016.20  The rating grids reflect 
the interviewers’ numerical evaluation of the applicant’s knowledge in seven specific 
areas.  The International Union provided a copy of the Ford Industrial Tool Maker 
Interview Guide which gives specific instructions to the interviewers regarding what 
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questions to ask and how to rate the responses received.21  An objective system of 
evaluation of this type protects employees from the effects of bias on the part of any 
particular interviewer.  In her request for oral argument, Bailey raises questions about 
the interviewers’ knowledge and offers to demonstrate that they did not fully understand 
her responses to their questions.  It is not our function to evaluate the competence of 
Ford Motor Company’s interviewers; we would have no basis for resolving any dispute 
about the technical meaning of terms used in the Toolmaker’s trade.  The only question 
raised by Bailey’s grievance is whether their decision was influenced by bias.  

 
It is now clear that the award of the promotion to the three men in this case was 

not dependent on any interviewer’s subjective assessment.  The Company’s job posting 
on August 29, 2016, listed possession of a Journeyperson’s card or eight years’ 
experience in the classification as a requirement for the job.22  In response to our 
inquiry, the International Union explained that the three successful candidates were 
distinguished from Bailey because they possessed these credentials, which Bailey does 
not.  The interviewers’ evaluation of Bailey’s responses to their questions would only 
have come into play to decide between applicants with the same credentials.  Bailey’s 
perception of bias in the selection process arises in part from her misunderstanding of 
the organization of the various trades at the Sterling Heights plant.  From her 
perspective, there is no clear separation between a Diemaker and a Toolmaker, so that 
her skills should have provided adequate qualification despite her lack of a 
journeyperson’s card in the Toolmaker classification.  She felt that her journeyperson’s 
card in the Diemaker classification should have met the Company’s posted 
requirements for a journeyperson’s card.  But the International Union explained that 
there is a clear separation of the trades at the Sterling Heights plant.  A journeyperson’s 
card in a trade is evidence of knowledge of the entire range of skills included in that 
specific trade.  It was not enough for Bailey to show she has some Toolmaker skills; she 
had to have a journeyperson’s card in the Toolmaker classification.  

 
According to the International Union, the Sterling Heights plant no longer 

employs Diemakers.  The skills of the Diemaker classification have been merged with 
the Tool and Die Maker trade at Ford Motor Company.  If Bailey was indeed advised by 
the apprentice coordinator that she did not need to take any additional courses to enter 
a skilled trades classification at the Sterling Heights plant, that was bad advice.  Bailey’s 
journeyperson’s card in the Diemaker classification will not gain her entry into a skilled 
trades classification at the Sterling Heights plant.23  In order to qualify for a skilled trades 
position at the Sterling Heights plant, Bailey would have to enter an apprenticeship 
program and earn the appropriate credentials in one of the core trades operating at the 
plant.  
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The record we have before us now demonstrates that the Company’s rejection of 
Bailey’s application for a position in the Toolmaker classification was not the result of 
bias.  The Ford Industrial Tool Maker Interview Guide describes an interview process at 
the Sterling Heights plant based on a clearly articulated reasonable standard.  This 
same process that was used to evaluate Bailey in 2015 was used to evaluate the three 
male candidates in 2016.  Bailey was not interviewed again in 2016, but nothing had 
changed in regard to her qualification for a position in the Toolmaker classification since 
her original interview.  These circumstances provided a rational basis for 
Representative Jodey Dunn’s conclusion that he could not obtain any relief for Bailey 
through the grievance procedure. 

 
The decision of the IEB is affirmed.  

 
 


